
CD & DVD Produktion
Copyright Statement

Order: ...............................................................................................................................................

Company: .........................................................................................................................................

Company Adress: ..............................................................................................................................

Name of developing company / developer (in case data is owned by third party):

…………………………………………………………………………………………...........………….........

Herewith the signer declares to possess all rights for the purpose of duplication, including the right of
mechanical duplication of software, data, video, film, music, etc., which is on the original master / 
data-carrier input material, given to LUNATIC Productions. The signer guarantees that all copyright fees
and other payable fees be paid to the owner of the rights or to the competent organisations
representing the owner, and that no claims in this respect will be raised against LUNATIC Productions.
The signer shall indemnify LUNATIC Productions in all respects, in particular for claims raised by third
parties, including claims from copyright organisations or other organisations, and for expenses arising
from legal or court action for asserted or factual violation of such rights. Such indemnification shall
include production cost, if any, incurred by LUNATIC Productions. The signer also declares that he
has read, understood and accepted LUNATIC Productions’s General Terms and Conditions.

In case of any objection by a third party upon request the signer will provide LUNATIC Productions
with all necessary information concerning the rights on the original software, data, video, film, music,
etc., if necessary also the chain of contracts from the original owner of the software, data, video, film,
music, etc., to the actual licensing contract. The signer confirms having an agreement with the owner
of the content.

LUNATIC Productions is entitled to refuse production and delivery if as a result of a circumstance
become known or arising after the contract has been concluded that the signers ownership or other
license rights with regard to the above mentioned software, data, video, film, music, etc. are in doubt.
In such case the signer will have no claim whatsoever against LUNATIC Productions for performance
or indemnification. If the signers information regarding said ownership or license-rights is wrong, the
signer is liable to indemnify LUNATIC Productions for any damage suffered by virtue of such wrong
declaration.

The damage, which will have to be compensated by the customer, includes in particular any claims
raised by third parties and expenses arising from legal or court actions for asserted or actual violation
of any rights to which third parties are entitled to.

Name: ..................................................................

Signature: ............................................................. Date: ................................................................


